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About This Game

 Description:
 PHEER  - This is a platforming-puzzle game telling the story of a boy and his faithful puppy, where they find themselves in a

beautiful and unusual world. For many years they lived on a small island, where it was peaceful and quietly, which made
boredom. They went on a journey to the far corners of the earth to dispel boredom and try their luck in search of treasure.

At first it was calm and fun. Slowly discovering new places, they found treasures and many joyful emotions.
But something happened to the little puppy. After a quiet night on the marvelous island, the boy's faithful friend suddenly

disappeared. Someone should help the boy figure out why the best friend ran away from him.
 Features:

- 20 unique levels
- atmospheric world
- a nice soundtrack
- convenient control

- a wide variety of obstacles
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Title: PHEER
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Daniil Hasanov
Publisher:
PhyseLite
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Celeron

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 250 MB available space

English,Russian
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Very fun & challenging. Game seemd easy, casual graphics, remids me about FEZ. But on the second island... oh deer - it's very
difficult. The controls could be more responsive. Checkpoints would be nice. Also, in my opinion it needs some polish, some
additional testing. But it's cool.. Interesting game to speedrun. Currently working on a speedrun over here 
https:\/\/www.speedrun.com\/PHEER\/full_game
. Pheer was a great game. D4nkSquad needs to stream it.. The game is pretty fun when you want to just relax and play a video
game. The levels are challenging enough. Wish the controls were a little more responsive and that a save feature was present but
overall I would say their isn't any reason to avoid playing this game.
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